LEGO ROBOTICS DAY CAMP FOR GIRLS

PA /Adult Volunteer Lego Camp Critique

1. Overall, did you enjoy being a PA/Adult Volunteer? \hspace{1cm} YES \hspace{1cm} NO
SOMETIMES
Why or why not? _______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. I think a Lego Robotics PA/Technical Mentor serves her assigned team best by

    _____ remaining uninvolved with the team and waiting for them to ask questions about the
    materials, programming and building.

    _____ being involved by actively showing how to use the notebooks or other resources,
    reinforcing what the directors have taught, facilitating good teamwork interaction, answering
    questions and offering knowledge based on their experience.

    Why do you feel the way you do?____________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________
    ________________________________________________________________

3. What could we have done better in training you to be a PA for this camp?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

    Anything we should have left out? ________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

4. What materials were most helpful to you as a PA? __________________________
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

    Least helpful?_____________________________________________________
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5. What materials do you think will be most helpful to you as a Lego Robotics team member?

____________________________________________________________________________________


6. Were the team notebooks helpful to you? _____________________________________________

Your team?  _____________________________________________

Anything we need to add? ________________________________

Leave out? _______________________________________________

7. Were the PA notebooks helpful to you? ______________________________________________

Anything we need to add? ________________________________________________

Leave out? ________________________________________________

8. What could we do to be better organized?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

9. Do we need to make camp more fun?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

10. What could we do to make camp more fun and still have campers learn the basics of Lego Robotics?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Other Comments________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________